
Audio Link: 

This transcribed conversation was presented on Monday night call in a 
condensed version. Transcription below is the entire conversation, offering you 
options.(the highlighted passages are what was excluded from the short version) 

Here’s 5 Paths 5 Steps Head Start in a Nutshel l :  

It’s 100% all about YOU! 

Listening to thousands of new people getting into a home business these are the 
five most frequently asked questions in helping you to clarify your vision and your 
direction for what you want to achieve. 

August 10th: *Number one most frequently asked question: [STEP ONE] 

Getting clear on the vision for your goDesana business. Helping you to understand 
where you have been in a business, success, failures, lessons learned. Why you 
changed or quit previous opportunities, how many times.  Work ethic. Liked and 
did not like and why.  Do you know your real why? Number of distributors brought 
on in each business over what period?                                                     

August 17th: *Number two most frequently asked question.  [STEP TWO] 

 (Is to strategize your future actions.) “If you want to achieve this result, how are you 
or we going to make it happen?”  What do you need to do differently, why, 
commitment, prepared to sacrifice? 

 August 24th: *Number three most frequently asked question. [STEP THREE] 

(Is helping to identify what skills need upgrading, agreement, and commitment.) 
There could be certain skill sets you need in order to achieve better results. For 
example, are you a teller or an asker? Leadership skills, time management skills, 
listening skills, excuses.  Hours per week. 

August 31st: *Number four most frequently asked question. [STEP FOUR] 

 (Is to help you to optimize work environment) Where do you work at home?  Same 
room as TV?  Privacy, quiet? Time spent on social media and results, optimizing 
environment.  Family support? 

September 7th: *Number five most frequently asked question [STEP FIVE] 



 (Help you master your psychology)  Helping you release your fears, doubts, 
limiting beliefs, and your insecurities and help you to create confidence and 
new empowering beliefs. 

(YOUR Breakthrough one-step at a time)  

 More Solutions for You… 

What works best in 3-5 minute roll plays with you on the phone at your 
convenience where in the roll plays work thru the issues, like on the job 
training but confidential. 

Will even record sessions with your written permission only for you to have 
as your personal training tool to play whenever you feel you need a quick 3-
minute tune up? 

Any challenge you faces is because one or more of these five things is missing. 

Everyday issues discussed with solutions that will fit you.  (Listening for signs of 
work ethic, attitude, self-starter, people skills, honesty, fears, poor self-esteem, 
confidence, fear of rejection, ego, afraid of phone, lack of focus, "I" personality, 
talks to much, doesn't listen, can't change, fear of success, won't follow thru, won't 
move to action, doesn't believe, no priorities. 

  5 steps and relate them to what it is that the YOU ARE trying to achieve and what 
YOUR challenges are. 

 This way if YOUR challenge is that YOU don’t have a clear plan, then you talk 
about how we’re going to strategize your actions. 

That’s exactly what YOU need.  You just keep connecting YOUR needs.  

Confirm YOUR interest and commitment in proceeding.  

 SHORT EASY STEPS 10 minute OR LESS session weekly thereafter. 

Your schedule is focused and priorities are set straight, and you’re making 
decisions consistent with your life values. 

5 paths Step One Discovery Conversation   

Business Background questions: 

	  	  



1… Question…Could you tell me a little bit about yourself? 

Answer.   RN 35 yrs., Business fitness trainer, 30 yrs., dabbled in marketing 
business did not work,  Rexall,  while as around Dr's, not easy for me,  Dr's were 
not open to network marketing, so sold just for products only distracted by 
nursing and fitness business. Plus tried to sell and that didn’t work 

2... Question… Why?   

Answer...Because I am not comfortable with selling. In nursing, that’s a conflict of 
interest. 

3... Question...What was it you liked about selling the products?  

Answer…Nothing 

4...Question...When you say nothing, could you tell me a little of the details? 

Answer...I liked the products and when I like something it is easy for me to tell 
people about it. But somehow when I was asking people to purchase from me it 
seemed like that conflict of interest. At least that is how I perceived it. 

Question…Why was it easy for you to tell people? 

Answer…Because I'm more comfortable when I'm in control of a conversation. 

Question…Do you think it might be something else? 

Answer…Never thought about it. 

Question…How do you respond to someone telling you, and then asking for you 
to buy? 

Answer… I usually prefer to make up my own mind and until I do I can't make a 
decision. 

Question…Do you know most people think the same way you do, that until they 
know what's in it for the them, benefits and what problems it will solve for them 
and they want to do something about it and they understand and know the 
marketer understands consumers are reluctant to buy. 

Answer…So what you're saying is I had all the answers for myself, but I didn't 
know what to ask or the right questions to ask to my prospects? Is that what 
you're saying? 



John…Absolutely, people have all the answers Carol, and when you learn the 
right questions to ask them the prospect finds the answer and then it's more 
important as the answer is all about them. 

Answer… That sounds so easy and makes sense, but I don't think I know how to 
do it. 

John…That's ok, let's continue on with your discovery and if you feel that what 
we do might be of interest for you, will guarantee you will enjoy the control of the 
asking part very easy to apply, ok? 

Answer…Yep…that sounds great. 

5...Question…Was there anything you didn’t like in selling the products?  

Answer...People don’t like to be sold.   

John… Again you're right and we will show you, if you give our company 
permission, how to help people easily without selling and without telling. Does 
that sound good to you. 

Answer…If you can prove it, you bet. 

John… Well let's move on ok, but before we do we've been talking for about what 
four or five minutes…have I tried to tell you anything or sell you anything? 

Answer… Well no now that you mention it but you sure ask a lot of questions. 

John…Would you like to know why you are asked a lot of questions? 

Answer…Quite frankly yes, I would. 

Question…As we explore your needs, wants, why, your desire to change, your 
commitment to helping yourself, and most of all your perceptions that are holding 
you back, unless you can convince me your serious and want to help yourself, 
why should we present my Company, Products, Opportunity, unless we believe 
you are sincere. And the reason why is when you make a decision like this me, 
it's a two year investment in you. How do you see it? 

Answer…I've never thought that much about things, and haven't gone thru what 
you do, but the way you explain it, it feels like it's something that would help me 
in everything I do not just NWM. Is that right? 

John…You're 100% understanding and that's absolutely great. Congratulations. 
Now let's get back on track here and finish this up. 



Answer… ok 

  Failures questions: 

6...Question…Were you satisfied with your results in you selling products 
business? 

Answer...No 

John…Do you think what we just discussed could very well be the solution you 
could use so you could stop selling and enjoy what you like to do, help people? 

YES…When you say it like that, it's kind of embarrassing because I never 
thought of it that way before, but I think I could trust you because you only want 
Yto talk about me, and not you, like all my sponsors always did. 

Lessons learned questions: 

7...Question...Anything else why you felt you were not successful? 

Answer...Thought it was easy because worked all day with Dr's; but they are not 
into products, in nursing taught not to sell, reluctant to do, worked other 
company, liked foods and oils, intrigued about NWM when listening to other 
successful marketers because all I ever heard was bad things about NWM. When 
the company was bought out and with the new company, I had some success. 
Never reached the level of Success. my up-line had, as he was  a great guy.  
However, I could not duplicate what he did so I got discouraged. 

Question…Now that we've got to know each other a little do you think it might be 
because what worked for him wasn't you and one size doesn't fit all? 

Answer…Oh yes… 

Why quit or changed questions? 

8...Question...So when you say discouraged what did you do? 

Answer...Still tried, but felt like I wanted to quit NWM 

 9...Question...So did you ever figure out what your successful up line was doing 
that you couldn’t do? 

Answer: I realize he was excellent at building relationships; making people feel 
good about themselves; and at follow-up. Things that I failed to do. 



Work Ethic questions: 

10…Question…So you felt like you could not be like him is that what was holding 
you back? 

Answer…Yes 

 11….Question…And if you knew how to create relationships and follow-up what 
would that mean to you? 

Answer…I think it would make a big difference in my success. 

12….Question...So, in all how long did you work in this biz? 

Answer…11 years 

13…Question…So you have worked NWM 11 yrs.?  

Answer…Yes 

14.Question… What was your best month? 

Answer…$400.00 

15….Question…Were you satisfied with what you made? 

Answer…Yes, as it was not my only income.  And No because I would have liked 
to make more money. 

16….Question…And when you say more money what do, you have in mind? 

Answer…Probably $50-60,000 a year 

 17…Question…And what would that money do for you? 

Answer… Pay bills- take my family on trips. 

18…Question…So, did you have any goals financially or otherwise in working 
your NWM business?  

Answer…In my mind I wanted to make $50-60,000. But not sure I actually set 
goals.  I did do them because I was told to and I know the importance of goal 
setting and even teach it to my clients, but I personally have always been 
resistant to it.  Why, I don’t know for sure.  Maybe because as a kid I was never 



encourage to complete an activity/project.  I was always allowed to quit when it 
got tough or boring. 

19…Question… And today in our conversation has anything we've discussed 
changed for you to make new goals? 

Answer…I think I could do it if  I had the kind of support you say, working on 
myself- chakras especially; self-help books; observing successful people. 

20…Question…Anything else? 

Answer…I wanted to be successful to prove I could do it. 

21…Question…What was your Success-like with down line size-over how long, 
best month. 

Answer…Don’t remember 

 22…Question…How did you service your down line? 

Answer…Passed info to them. I would  help if they asked but expected them to 
work on their own because I worked on my own. 

23…Question…Sounds like when you left them on their own that’s why they 
failed.  Is that what you are saying? 

Answer…Probably 

 24…Question…What did you learn from that experience? 

Answer…Need to create a relationship and learn how to better follow up and 
service. 

25…Answer…How has that worked for you? 

Answer…It works when I do it. 

26…Questions…And earlier you mentioned you were not comfortable with 
selling, could you just tell me a little more about that please? 

Answer…I suppose due to rejection, even though taught to ignore rejection, 
selling but rejection got personal I am good about sensing other people’s 
feelings, and then I get uncomfortable because I sense their discomfort at being 
sold.  



27…Question…So other than showing you how easy it is not to sell, what do you 
do when you are uncomfortable?  

Answer...  Withdraw. It makes me want to quit.  

28….Question…But did you find the answers you were looking for to being 
comfortable? 

Answer…Not really 

 29…Question…What have you learned so far in finding your answer to being 
comfortable all the time? 

Answer   I have started creating relationships and allowing the prospect time. But 
following up and staying on top of the situation.  Still working on this. 

30…Question…So if I heard you correctly Carol it seems like the rejection from 
being uncomfortable with selling was the biggest issue, not reaching your goals 
because you felt you couldn’t duplicate and creating relationships and good 
follow-up, so you wanted to quit.  Is that how you see it? 

Answer…Yes  

 31…Question…Anything else that made you want to quit? 

Answer…I did a lot of vendor shows. Some expensive and spent more money 
than I was making. Again, I know I failed in following up. It made me 
uncomfortable to follow up. 

Consequences questions. 

32…Question…Why was it so uncomfortable for you to follow up? 

Answer…Do not know for sure - insecurity I guess. Procrastination was a big 
issue for me. Then after so long a time I would feel like “I can’t call now it’s been 
too long.” 

Question…Could you expand on what you mean by insecurity? 

 Answer…Thinking I might say the wrong thing- rejection maybe. 

33…Question…Have you ever thought that as a nurse you followed up what a 
hundred times a day? 

Yes, you are right.  I did. 



34…Question…Were you comfortable in helping your patients and following up 
with them? 

Answer…Absolutely 

35…Question…What would have happened if you had not followed up with 
them? 

Answer…They might not have gotten well or had a positive experience. I also 
had confidence in nursing because I was trained well and I was a good nurse. 

36…Question…So have you considered transferring those skills and mind set to 
solving this not following up issue? 

Answer…Really had not thought about it. 

37…Question…Do you see how helping people solves problems comes in all 
walks of life and you have more experience than most, and when you helping 
them you're not selling and following up is all about them not you? 

Answer…Yes, I do see that 

Work day-ethic 

38… Question…When you worked you last NWM business How many hours a 
day do would you say you worked your business? 

Answer…2 to 4 hours at least 3 days a week 

 39…Question…Please describe.  Like painting a picture for me of a typical day 
in your NWM business? 

Answer…Up about 6 AM - drink water and AM care 

Exercise x 60 min. 

Watch the News (Democracy Now) x 1 hr. 

Breakfast 

On the computer - check emails; send out info; check my team site and went to 
Facebook and would make a lot of posts, and more comments. Spent a lot of 
time sending out e-mails to people. Take and make phone calls to those who 
responded. 



Question… And did this work for you? 

Every day was different because I had two other jobs at the same time.  So 
schedule was not always my own. 

40...Question…What is the one thing in your business you put off doing the 
most? 

Answer… Prompt follow-up 

 41…Question…What about talking with people? 

Answer…Never really had enough people to talk too. 

Question…Do you feel that was your biggest issue? 

Answer…Procrastination biggest issue had to call and felt like it was cold calling 

42…Question…Why do you feel it felt like cold calling? 

Answer…Perceived that  they were going to say no. 

43…Question…So if you knew how to avoid no’s, how would you feel about that? 

Answer…Better 

44…Question…Just better? 

Answer… It seems like it would make the job easier. 

45…Question…How did you talk with patients who said no? 

Answer…Depends on situation.  Patients have a right to say no w/o 
consequences.  If I felt it was in their best interest, I would pursue 
gentle persuasion techniques. 

46…Question…Couldn’t you use a little of that strategy to make NWM easier for 
you? Asking them “why” they don’t want to help themselves, or why wouldn’t they 
want the benefits to overcome their health issue? 

Answer…What do you mean? 

 47…Question…Just as a good trail lawyer never ever asks a question he 
doesn’t already know the answer too, as a Nurse don’t you regularly ask the type 
of questions your patients can’t say no too, and therefore don’t get rejected? 



Answer… Hadn’t really thought about that 

John…But wasn't that one of the ways you worked so successful as a nurse? 

 Answer… When you talk like that, guess it sounds right. 

48…Question…In you being an experienced problem solver in working with 
patients, couldn’t you use your same skills by asking prospects questions so they 
can better understand what they are saying no too?  (Like: Mr. prospect since 
you have a no risk product, and the benefits will return to you better mobility, 
remove pain, so you can do all the things you couldn’t do before the pain set in, 
what is holding you back from helping yourself to feel better? Do you see that the 
power is in what you ask? 

Answer…Yes, I do. I need to learn to use this approach to help with my business. 

49…Question…And isn’t it true if you don’t present, you can’t get rejected? 

Answer…True. I really like the sound of that part. 

50…Question…So if you knew how not to be rejected then would you have a 
problem? 

Answer…No 

 51…Question…So isn’t the NO you are hearing the NO that the prospect is 
saying to himself, “he doesn’t want to help himself/herself?  

So then the NO is not about you is it? 

Answer…No it is not 

 52…Question…Isn’t it about them rejecting themselves; refusing to help 
themselves? 

Answer…But I take the NO personally. Little voice in my head as a kid saying 
you can’t do it; you are not good enough. 

.53…Question…So is this about your issue with yourself, not the prospect? 

Answer…I guess so 

 54…Question…Help me to understand Carol …you were very successful with 
nursing and your gym? 



Answer…yes, but now retired from nursing and fitness gym was destroyed in a 
fire. 

55….Question…So are you saying because your retired from nursing all those 
skills are no longer available to you because you are doing something different? 

Answer…No, these skills are still important. 

56…Question… You can swim? 

Answer…Yes 

57…Question… You swim in a pool. ---Lake-Ocean?, --- River?--- 

Answer yes-yes-yes. 

58…And you agree all these are bodies of water? 

Answer…yes 

59…Question…You see where I’m going with this?. 

Answer… I'm not sure, but I think so.. 

Question…When you swim.  You swim in different environments of water, as 
pool, lake, river, ocean, and pond.  But they are all still water just like solving 
problems; they are all problems only different problems like different bodies of 
water.  Does that make this a little clearer for you? 

Answer…yes 

60…Question…Could you give me a quick example of how you solve any 
problem; (let’s say, “you want to eat at one restaurant and who your with wants to 
eat somewhere else?”  How would you negotiate that?  

Answer…I would just them him if we could eat where I want to eat, and the next 
time we’ll eat where they want to eat. 

61…Question… in your daily life you solve problems every day? Isn’t your 
volunteer work all about helping people solve their problems? 

Answer…Yes it is. 

62…Question…And you love your volunteer work right? 



Answer…Yes, I do enjoy it. 

63…Question…And do you agree that solving problems for other people is 
exactly what you did very well for 35 years? 

Answer…Yes 

 64…Question…So isn’t this more about transferring the skills you have done 
well and not what you think can’t do? 

Answer…Yes, I see the connection. 

65…Question…So, to summarize overcoming rejection by not presenting, 
avoiding being uncomfortable, because then it is not personal-just like when 
helping a patient, isn’t it all about them?  This isn’t about duplicating; it’s about 
helping people, who help people solve problems.  So how do you feel about this 
now, any differently? 

Answer… Yes, I am willing to try this method 

 66…Question…so, there anything else Carol you like to add to this before we 
move on” 

Answer…Can’t think of anything 

 67…Questions…So are you comfortable with the answers to solving these 
issues that made you unhappy? 

Answer… Yes 

 68…Question…So are you willing to invest in yourself to learn how to master 
these skills? 

Answer…yes 

 69…Question…And by the way, all this support and training that most people 
can’t afford is provided 100% free from our Company.  How does that make you 
feel? 

Answer…Amazed and thankful and I think that’s one of the things that sets this 
business apart from other MLM companies. 

70…Question…How much have you spent in your career for education?  

Answer…Thousands of dollars 



Because ours is free, you see the benefits of what that would that mean to you? 

Answer…absolutely 

Question…Curious Carol, you had a lot to say about what you didn’t like in your 
business what did you like in  having your  business besides being your own 
boss, making your own hours? So what did you like when having a business, 
why? 

Answer…Tons of things; I like working from home, loved product, liked up line, 
choose the people I work with, freedom of time, liked to travel to events, liked the 
education when available. 

71…Question… Education really is your hot button isn’t it?  How important is 
education to you then. 

Answer…Education is extremely important 

 72…Questions…So Carol if you were to look seriously at another biz what would 
it take to make you comfortable? 

Answer…Most importantly products, quality, and company integrity. Company 
that listens to down-line.  

The Deeper WHY. 

73…Question…If you do another business, why would you? 

Answer…To show myself that I could do it; do enjoy the benefits of paid products 
I like; travel and education, tax benefits, and extra income. 

74…Question…How important is being respected, recognized, fulfillment to you? 

Answer…Respected, fulfilled yes.  Recognized not so much.  I already have that. 

.75…Questions…So what feelings are important to you?   

To be listened to- yes 

To be recognized-  

To be heard- yes 

To be appreciated- yes 



Which of those fits you best? 

 Answer… listened to??? 

Question…Is that you in a telling mode or a helping mode? 

Answer…Well now I see it would have to change to a helping mode. 

Question…What about…To be in control-  

Answer…I want to say no; but I probably do want to be somewhat in control' 

John…Did you know when your asking questions versus talking and telling your 
in control, and the person you're talking to is doing over 70% of the work? 

Answer…You're not serious? 

John…Never more serious. 

Answer…That's incredible…I must learn that trickJohn…To be challenged- yes 

To be validated- yes 

To be understood- yes 

How many of those feel familiar? 

Answer…many 

 John…You seem to enjoy recognizing all these things you like to feel; have you 
explored this before? 

Answer…no 

John…You up to a few more that will get you thinking? 

Answer…ok 

76…Question…We’ll have some fun and do these quick, ok? 

To be acknowledged 

To be part of something- yes 

To love and be loved- yes 



To be fulfilled-  yes 

To be affirmed-  

To be respected- yes 

To be liked- yes 

To be among positive people-absolutely 

To have more self-esteem-confidence- yes 

To have a sense of community- very much so 

To have a sense of more security- 

To have excitement 

Achievement- yes 

Power- 

Fun- yes, yes, yes 

Companionship- 

Sense of safety- 

Comfort-Inner peace- yes 

Assurance- 

Stability-in what you are doing 

Harmony- yes 

Acknowledgment- 

Personal Satisfaction- yes 

Question… So Carol you just said yes to more of 30+ feelings that are important 
to you in addition to solving people's problems, continuing on your journey to best 
health possible and oh almost for making money,  what would that mean to you? 

Answer…It would make me want to continue that business forever. 



77…Well do you know that most people who are asked these questions feel the 
same way as you do?   

That’s interesting… 

Question… Carol are you aware Facts are merely logical? 

Answer…Yes 

Question… Are you aware the Feelings behind the facts are what help people 
make their choices? That facts are 10% and Feelings are 90%? Did you know 
that? 

Answer …No 

Question… So does knowing that help you to better understand why discovering 
feelings, and why they will benefit the person are the key to success, without 
selling because they are selling themselves? 

Answer…Yes it does answer a lot of things going around in my head right now. 

 78…Question… To be fair and address all your feelings what would make you 
quit and or give up on yourself? 

Answer…If the products quality failed, and if the company did not maintain its 
integrity and customer service.  

79… Question...  Do you agree we have covered a lot in a short period? 

Answer…yes, a lot 

Prepared to sacrifice. 

Question…Now we've been talking for almost 20 minutes, have I attempted to 
sell you anything? 

Answer… No 

Question… And how many times have you said YES and  acknowledged that 
what we are discussing is what you feel would make you comfortable? 

Answer.. Guess maybe a dozen? 

Question… How would you feel if it was closer to 50 times? And not any attempt 
to tell you anything or sell you anything, as it was only about you. You see how 



this works? You did all the work, telling what you wanted, why you wanted it, you 
getting the idea? 

Answer. Absolutely, and it's really different, but I get your point and why it's more 
appealing to people you want to help and want to help themselves, isn't that what 
you said? 

John…Yes and you already applied a skill in the way you responded, you 
answered and asked for clarification, and that's key. You are a very quick study 
Carol. 

Answer… Thanks, didn't even know that I did it, but I did feel the difference. Yes 
Feelings. Got it. 

80…Question… We’re just about done, after all we’ve discussed how would you 
best describe your WHY in helping other people in a new business and what are 
you prepared to sacrifice to be successful? 

Answer.. My Why in helping others- nothing would give me greater pleasure than 
being able to help others be successful.  
What am I prepared to sacrifice: Time and money and fear of rejection. 

 81…Question…and your WHY? 

Answer.  My personal why would be to prove to myself that I could be successful 
in MLM and have extra money to do fabulous family vacations. 

Willingness to change to help yourself. 

82…Question…What about “change to help yourself?” 

Answer… I am very open to change if you can show me a good reason to do 
that. 

Question… Hasn't your 50 yes's, acknowledgments shown you are willing to 
change because you understand the benefits? 

Answer…50 reasons, guess that really does answer my question. 

83…Question…If we have not answered that what have we missed or need to 
address? 

Answer…I can’t think of anything. 

84…Question…How have you dealt with change in the past? 



Answer…I like working on me to improve, especially in areas where I am 
challenged.  I use to get bored easily so change was something I did often. 

85…Question… If I understand you correctly, you are comfortable with change.  

Answer: Yes 

 85….Question… Would like to go back to when you work…How many hours a 
day are you working? 

Answer…6-8 hours a day at various things. 

86…Question…And is this your JOB? 

Answer…I don’t have a paid job at this time but will be starting one Sept 1. 

John,...May I ask what kind of business? 

Answer…Teaching seniors in a community center about how to deal with 
different kinds of health issues, especially home safety. 

87…Question…So if you’re working a paid job and volunteer work how much 
time will you have to build your own business?  

Answer… My paid job involves traveling and educating people; so I look at it as a 
way to network with and meet new people - which should spill over into MLM. 

88…Question…So with all the volunteering, you do, and a new job in Sept., how 
do you prioritize in working your own business 

Answer…My volunteer time is probably 4 hours a day or less and I have control 
over doing or not doing, NWM anywhere from 4 to 8 hours most days. 

89…Question…So if I understand you have correctly you work 4 hours at 
volunteering because it And how many 4-8 hours at a new business, is that how 
you see it?  

Answer…New business is part-time. My current “business” seniors is mostly by 
appointment. So I don’t see a problem with prioritizing. 

Summary to pre-close. 

90…Question…If Carol you could be shown a way you could apply your lifetime 
of skills, in helping other people solve problems as you did in 35 yrs. of nursing.  
And feel like you are not selling would that be a first step in making you 



comfortable.  And make you comfortable and finding a simpler and easier way in 
following up? Beyond the 50 yes's of course? 

Answer…Absolutely 

Action step. 

So do you agree the step is to get you started? 

Answer…Yes 

91…Question… How about we get you started testing the products?  

Answer…ok 

92…Question...Then while you are testing products, we can focus on helping get 
familiar in solving problems and being comfortable with following up.  How does 
that sound? 

Answer…ok 

 93…Question… Think you’ll like this Carol... do you know why you’re not going 
to go out and get rejected... because you can take advantage of our one on one 
private support where you will have access to all you need and can demonstrate 
to yourself that you are now comfortable.  So then, you can help others solve 
their problems. 

Answer…What’s one on one support? 

 94…Question...Have you experienced having a private one on one trainer the 
company pays to train you  and he will even roll play thru the process with you 
free, and record so you have a library to reference.  How many companies have 
you heard of carol that have trainer for privately working with you free?  In 
addition, you can be building and spending more time growing your business?  
How does that feel? 

Answer…Great, never knew anything like this before, because private training on 
the web is outrageously expensive, and it’s mostly videos, PDF’s, webinars. And 
your serious “free.” no gimmicks? 

95…Question…None!  It’s all about you.  And remember we start our one-step at 
a time, and take it slow ok?  A test drive with some of our products to see if they 
give you what you’re looking for and while you’re doing that you and I can spend 
some time helping you get comfortable with the steps to get your business going 
successfully?  Because our business is, free. 



Answer…Ok 

96…Question…So in testing the products, and your obvious passion for better 
health, what specifically are you the most passionate regarding better health and 
wellness? 

Answer…I am in excellent health but am turning 70 in September so I want to 
maintain my health and be able to do all the things I like to do and stay out of the 
nursing home. 

97…Question…Ok then we will focus on exploring products that specifically 
address your agenda, ok? 

Answer…ok 

 98…Question… And by the way, you have the option of “no auto ship, order 
when you want, no startup costs, and no annual fees. 

That sounds great. 

99…Question…And do you agree because loving the products is the most 
important part of enjoying a business does it make sense to you to wait to 
explore the business until after you have selected the product or products you 
want to test? 

Answer…That’s really important to me to use and like the products I will be 
recommending. 

100…Question… If it’s ok with you and are you comfortable with giving me 
permission, we will then explore and validate all the benefits of the income side of 
the business?  That sound good to you, one-step at a time? And please remind 
me to show you the two divisions of the company Nutritional and Oils which are 
the Flagship, and of course the business is free, and the payout of every dollar 
generated by you the product consultants, you have the opportunity to earn as 
much as 70%..  

Answer…sounds good 

 

 

 



 


